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Electronic health records in a lab information system contain data that is
privacy sensitive. Currently, it is not clear how this data is shared throughout
the event of a lab test. This research focuses on reviewing the process of a
blood test from start to finish. This is done through synthetic data generation
and process mining. To obtain this goal, there is literature review on both
synthetic data generation and privacy in healthcare systems. Secondly, a
diagram to show the relations is made. Lastly, the results from the process
mining are interpreted. The literature research is then compared to the
diagram and results from the process mining.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data science in general is important for the field of healthcare. The
book of Consoli et al discusses the importance of data science within
healthcare and the risks that the current influx of available data
can bring. Healthcare workers might get overwhelmed and spend
more time with the data than patients. Consoli et al states that the
solution to this issue can be found in artificial intelligence and data
science[7]. An example of how data science can help giving insights
in healthcare and usefulness of treatments can be found in Sloot et
al.[15].
Within data science, a point of focus is privacy. Privacy of individuals
in Europe is protected through the GDPR[1]. The GDPR does offer
options for data usage for scientific purposes, as can be found in
article 89. However, as van der Aarst et al.[16] mentions in their
paper, data science should be used responsibly. Where possible,
the privacy of individuals should be maintained. This goes beyond
direct data protection through the creation of synthetic data. The
processes themselves need privacy protection. Healthcare processes
often can be traced back to the original person through metadata.
There are steps taken to anonymise the data of these processes, but
there are still challenges in this field, as outlined in Pika et al[14].
In this paper, the privacy of a electronic health record from a lab
information system will be evaluated through a synthetic data set.
Lab information systems are an essential part of healthcare that
handle sensitive data. The scope of this research will be limited to
the process surrounding a blood test. It will follow the path of a
general practitioner (GP) requesting a blood test for their patient,
the blood being taken, and the analysis of the test tube.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
There has been previous research regarding synthetic data produc-
tion in healthcare[6, 8, 17]. However, this data has mostly been
focused on improving procedures within healthcare. One of the
other issues within a healthcare system is data retention. What part
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of the information gets sent to different parties? Who knows which
part of the data? Evaluating the privacy of data within healthcare,
specifically a lab information system, is the goal of this paper. This
goal can be summarized in the main research question, namely:

• RQ In what way can the privacy of an electronic health record
from a lab information system be evaluated?

To achieve the goal, the main research question is supported by four
secondary research questions that should guide the process

2.1 Secondary research questions
• SQ1 What current methodologies and procedures exist for
data generation, especially in the healthcare domain?

• SQ2 What are the relations within lab research regarding
blood work?

• SQ3How do the aforementioned relations within lab research
translate to a data set?

• SQ4What is the contribution of the generated mimic data set
in relation to privacy evaluation of a lab information system?

The secondary research questions have different contributions to the
research. SQ1 focuses on the theoretical background and previous
research as to create a basis for SQ2, which results in an Entity
Relations Diagram. Based on this ERD, the answer to SQ3 is formed.
It will follow the data structure of the ERD from SQ2. Lastly, SQ4
reflects on the process and what its impact is. SQ4 and SQ1 together
should form the basis for the answer to the main research question.

3 METHODS OF RESEARCH

3.1 Literature review
To answer SQ1, literature review will be the main source of infor-
mation. It will be less relevant for the other questions, but still used
to an extent to improve the generated results. For the literature
review, scholar.google.com will be used to create a basis of knowl-
edge for further research through Scopus. The research will be done
based on multiple keywords. For SQ1, these keywords are: "Syn-
thetic data generation", "Data production" , "Electronic health record"..
These keywords will be combined with "Healthcare", "Lab informa-
tion systems" to obtain results within the scope of this project. For
the other secondary questions the literature review is mostly to
obtain a clear view of how the processes regarding a lab informa-
tion system work. Therefore, the keywords are: "Lab information
systems", "Blood work", "Lab research", "privacy evaluation". These
keywords are used in varying combinations to obtain a variety of
results.
The results of this literature research will only be used if they are
peer reviewed. Next to this, the results of research regarding details
of the lab information system itself will mostly be used to create
a better understanding of the system itself. Its relevance for the
research apart from this is very limited.
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3.2 Data generation
The data generation required for this research will be divided in two
big elements. Firstly, an ERD will be created to review the structure
that the data should be following. After this, a synthetic data set
will be generated with Python.

3.2.1 ERD. To create the ERD, Visual Paradigm will be used. Next
to literature research regarding the workings of a lab information
system, an unpublished diagram by S.A. Sohail will be the basis of
the ERD. Due to the importance of the ERD in the general process of
the research, it will be discussed and reviewed with others multiple
times.

3.2.2 Synthetic data generation. To create a synthetic data set,
Python will be used. Each entity in the ERD will be created as a
separate class. Then, these entities will be added to a list. These lists
will differ from length depending on the entity. There are some rela-
tions that will always be the same. These are the relationships that
in the ERD are either "One to One" or "One to many". To preserve
these relationships, the necessary data will first be first matched in
new lists, and then different items in these lists will be randomly
picked for a final result. The goal is to create approximately 1500
iterations of the ERD. This will be done by reiterating the previously
described process 1500 times.

3.3 Process mining
To get insights in what the added value of the generated data is,
process mining through ProMwill be used. Through process mining,
the data set generated for SQ3 will be evaluated. The process mining
will result in multiple models showing the complexity of the data,
or lack thereof. Next to this, they will review the data retention
through the process.

3.4 Comparison
To review the impact of the generated data set, it will be compared
to the literature review done for SQ1. These two items should give
insights that can answer SQ4. Next to this, the evaluation of the
data from SQ2 and SQ3 should give insights that can help with the
final conclusion for this research

4 RELATED WORK
The related works have two main sub-divisions. Firstly, research
regarding data generation in healthcare in general. This research
is used for a better insight in how to generate data for healthcare
purposes. The second part of this theoretical background is aimed
towards privacy evaluation in healthcare. This part of the related
works will be used to evaluate the practical research.

4.1 Data generation in healthcare
In H.-M et al.[9], the multiple-channel latent Dirichlet allocation
is used to model healthcare data regarding diagnosis, medication,
and contextual information. This research originates from 2016 and
shows success rates for predictive medicine around 50-60 percent,
which were outstanding for that time, but shows room to improve.
The literature research in Pant et al.[12] shows multiple articles re-
garding modelling in healthcare data. These articles refer to models

Fig. 1. A visualisation of the dataset through ProM

with a higher accuracy level than the previously mentioned Dirich-
let allocation, for example Mashete et al.[10] shows a 99% accuracy
rate for predictions of heart attacks. Although the accuracy is higher,
the scope of these projects is very limited.
There are multiple systems within healthcare to generate synthetic
data. Synsys [8], for example, is a machine learning-based synthetic
data generation method. It generates realistic sequences of data with
timestamps that fit reality. Synsys strives to create large amounts of
data for easier anomalies detection in a health environment. Next to
Synsys, Synthea[17] is a system that creates fake health dossiers of
patients. The system runs, but shows inaccuracies in the prevalence
of different diseases. There has been research in using AI to create
deep generative models. The article by Chen et al.[6] also refers to
the privacy issues that deep fakes have on healthcare, as "algorithms
for the generation of deep-fakes can also be used to potentially im-
personate patients and to exploit PHI, to falsely bill health insurers
relying on imaging data for the approval of insurance claims".
The paper of Bhanot et al.[4] focuses on the fairness of synthetic
data generation and highlights issues with regards to the represen-
tation of minorities. It shows multiple models that can be used to
highlight the different possibilities for data generation.

4.2 Privacy evaluation in healthcare
Privacy in healthcare systems has been researched extensively be-
fore and multiple frameworks to ensure privacy for patients have
been set up, with varying degrees of success and strictness[3]. Next
to this, big data has evolved to a level where data flows in from
multiple sources, giving opportunities to link information together
that breaches the privacy of a patient[13]. Multiple options for im-
provements in privacy are being practiced, including encryption,
data masking, de-identification, and access control[2].

5 DATA REVIEW

5.1 Entity Relationship Diagram
The Entity Relationship Diagram can be found in Appendix A. This
diagram shows the flow of the process regarding a test tube. The
diagram starts at a contact between the patient and GP. After this
contact, the GP will request a test at the biolab, which will be taken
by an employee (tester) of the biolab. As soon as the test is taken,
the test tube is created. The content of the tube will be analysed
by another employee of the biolab (analyzer). This analyzer will
generate a test result. The test colour is a separate entity, as to
simplify the code that needs to be written. Next to this, the biolab
has multiple machines to use on the test tubes, but these are not
used in the process as the machines have no impact on the privacy
evaluation. They are referenced in the ERD, but not used further in
the data set.
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Table 1. Impact of different ProM plugins

ProM plugin Fitness Precision
None 1 1

Anonymise event log 0.6439 1
Add noise (20%) 1 0.7923
Reverse log 1 0.6877

Filter event log 1 0.8333

5.2 Process mining
Process mining tool ProM was used to evaluate the data generated.
One of the ways the data was evaluated was checking the health of
data after adding noise to preserve privacy[11]. The general flow
of the process according to ProM can be found in figure 1. The
different plugins that were used and their influence on the fitness
and/or precision of the data can be found in table 1. To check how to
interpret the fitness of data, the paper of Buijs et al. proved incredibly
useful[5].

As table 1 shows, the data set without any plugin has both a fitness
and precision of 1. Therefore, the event log has a good ability to be
replayed, and is not underfitting.What is shown is that anonymising
the event log gives less fitness, but the precision stays the same.
For all other changes, the fitness remains 1, whereas the precision
lowers significantly. The anonymous log creates a difficulty for the
replay of the event log. The addition of noise, reversing the log, and
filtering the events lessens the precision. As these plugins interfere
with the data set as a whole, rather than the log itself, it is logical
that the impact is mostly in the non-visible parts of the event log.
The ProM plugins generally see the data as healthy. The data quality
check gives an average of 9.4, with only consistency being below
10.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Limitations
Due to the scope of the research, the data set and ERD were limited
in its complexity. For example, the first step may not always be that
a GP requests a blood test, but it could be that the GP gets a request
from another healthcare party like a psychiatrist for a blood test for
the patient. Therewould already bemore data sharing amongst these
parties than between the current parties. Anothe rexample is that
the GP currently sends the request, but never gets the feedback of
the result. This is to avoid loops in the diagram, but it is not realistic.
The research focused more on a simplification of reality due to time
constraints, but this harmed the outcome severely. Within ProM,
most process mining attempts either did not compute, or gave an
overview confirming the simplicity of the data. These overviews
had little added value to the research, which is why only one of
these models is added to the paper, as figure 1. Lastly, a limitation
was found in the knowledge regarding healthcare. Although there
were multiple attempts at researching a detailed description of the
process that this paper researched, most descriptions were either
lacking, conflicting with others, or both.

6.2 Future recommendations
For future research on this subject, expanding the steps and details
within the process is recommended. By adding extra steps and
sacrificing simplicity for realism, more accurate research can be
done, which would greatly benefit the general research.

Another recommendation would be to research the loops within
the system more detailed. The current diagram explicitly excludes
any loops, but in doing so, it strays away from the reality.
Lastly, it would be interesting to have a healthcare professional

included in future research. They could provide insights in which
knowledge is actually accessible. Next to this, they could prove to
be a help in finding proper research regarding the topic.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The lab information system of which a privacy evaluation was done
shows a decent data retention when privacy enhancing process min-
ing is applied. However, due to the influence that anonymising the
log has on the fitness of the data, it is clear that the process is reliant
on knowing personal data to be able to execute the steps. When
looking at the process through data analysis, the same conclusion
is reached. If the results of the blood work cannot be matched back
to a patient, the blood work is not relevant in this system anymore.
There should be at least one actor that knows which test tube be-
longs to which person. In this case, the actor is the GP. The privacy
evaluation of an electronic health record from a lab information
system can be done through synthetic data generation and process
mining. However, the manual analysis of the process gives insights
that do not show through process mining.
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Fig. 2. Entity relationship diagram of a lab information system
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